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New group connects NYC, BGSU
Students can have
their thoughts on the
RNC seen all over the
world.

others. The presentation is called

RNC Redux,

Beginning at 8:00 tonight
anyone can participate. The projection will be on buildings in all
five of New York City's boroughs:
Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens.
By Carrie Whrtaker
The Bronx and Statcn Island.
fDI'OR IN CHItl
The projection will also be seen
Tonight, Bowling Green students
and community members can in some art galleries, Amsterdam
make their voices heard in New and Bowling Green State
York City and Amsterdam — University.
Stephen 1 lillerbrand, an assisusing a new technology to share
their thoughts on the Republican tant professor of visual communication technology and
National Convention.
A new collective called The member of The .Screensavers
Screensaver. (iroup. made up of Group, is responsible for bringing
artists, technology professionals this presentation to campus.
I le lici|H's students w ill use this
and community activists from
New York City, has created a tech- opportunity to make their voices
nological free speech forum for heard; the group did a similar
presentation for the Democratic
virtually anyone.
B) usinga new software called National Convention in Boston.
'"It's really a performance — a
Keyworx, the group can lake
e-mails, phone text messages and way for you to be in New Yoik
instant messages, mesh them in a symbolic way.'' I lillerbrand
all together and use a projectOI said. "[The Screensavers Groupl
to share the collaboration with decided to lake advantage of this

wonderful technology that we
have"
One of the most important
factors, Uillerbrand said, is
that none of the text-messages,
e-mails, and IMs are edited.
"That is what it is about — freedom of speech," I lillerbrand said.
"It is up a second or two so its not
like I am forcing anyone to watch
something forever. It is gone —
within a few seconds it is gone.
The way it works is
simple — anyone can cither: ten)
message 347-418-254; e-mail
reduxtfccreensaversgroup.org or
instant message updsny through
AOL Instant Messanger. Then as
soon as you call, e-mail or IM
your message appears on the
presentation, automatically.
A two-hour presentation with
everyone's messages will be
shown on the side of the Bower]
Thompson Student Union from
8-10 p.m. tonight, tomorrow and
SCREEN SAVERS, PAGE 3
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PROJECTION: Stephan Hillerbrand, an assistant professor in the technology department tested out a
projection like the one that will be on display for the next three nights on the union. The projection will be
a free speech presentation students can participate in concerning the Republican National Convention.

Delegates arrive to
angry protestors
less-tlian-welcoming
Missouri delegate
lohn
\IU yrjRK
Some Ohioans Winston, 58, of suburban St
were told lo nun their GOP I ouis.. said he had been cursed
I shins inside but and hide at and told to go home —or else
convention credentials to be where — by protesters,
more low-key about their party
lor the most part, he was
passion
understanding,
Other delegates said anti"Most of them are young,
Bush protesters made obscene Winston said. "All of us, when
gestures and yelled profanitiesat you're voiing. go through a stage
them. In neighborhoods and bor- when you want lo rebel.
oughs far from Madison Square
While there was plenty ot
Garden, NewVbrk residents taped grumbling. New York police said
anti-Republican signs to their Monday no official complaints
apartment windows.
had bean filed.
As the Republican convention
George Art/, a New York politi
began not everyone in New York cal consultant who has worked
was lolling out the welcome mat with former Mayor Ed Koch, said
Florida delegate Sid Dincrstcin most ciu residents are friendly to
was walking the few blocks tourists, regardless of their politi
between his sixth Avenue hotel cal party. He added that many
and a restaurant on Sunday of the people in town for protest
evening when he said a protester marches were not from the city.
pushed his way in front of him,
"New Yorkers may be five to one
blew a whistle in his face and I )emocrat but they know what it
yelled "Go 1 lome!"
is to be congenial Ariz said.
Dincrstcin. who grew up
Maybe so. but the reception
in Brooklyn, said he was unaf- for delegates was not all friendly.
fected and didn't plan to change
screaming and yelling in my
any of his plans to accommodate those who mav be
CONVENTION, PAGE 3
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BUTTONS: Stephan Hillerbrand. an assistant professor in the technology department, tested out a projection like the one that will be on display
tor the next three nights on the union. The projection will be a free speech presentaion students ca/i participate in concerning the Republican
National Convention.

Ohio's Tigereye Design supplies
political buttons for convention
By 8en Sutherfy
I HE ASSOCIAT E D PRESS WRITER

Brian Mc Roberts 8G News

PARTY TIME: Students play in the Founders Quadrangle courtyard yesterday evening. Today's weather is projected as mik).

FOUR DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

FRF.NCHTOWN. Ohio —
Politicians may rouse delegates
with their words this week at
die 2004 Republican National
Convention, but nobody will
push their buttons quite like a
handful of folks from this Darke
County crossroads.
Tucked in a.fortner restaurant
along Ohio 185 where diey say
you can smell cattle, hogs or
chickens depending on which
way the wind blows. Tigereye
Design has supplied 50,000
political buttons to vendors at
the convention.
Fight employees are in New
York City this week, churning
out up to 20,000 more buttons
to meet demand for more popular designs — and to capitalize
on any pithy political remarks
that catch on at the convention.
"If Mrs. Bush shows up
wearing a certain kind of button, cverybody'll want it," said
Tigereye owner Tony Baltes, who
left I renchtown on Thursday for
New York in a 1988 Ford van

TUESDAY

with a rusted roof and more
I lo to the Web site through
than a ton of buttons in the which the company sells
back.
items promoting Republicans
Tigereye doesn't deal exclu- — www.republicanstuff.com
sively in Republican promotions; — and you'll find buttons [wastit produced at least 160,000 but- ing over Bush and belittling
tons for last month's Democratic Kerry. One button reads Kerry's
National Convention in Boston, Policy Maker" and shows the
where lohn Kerry accepted his Democrat holding an 8 Ball.
party's nomination.
What you won't find on the
The 'most popular but- Republican Web site is any meniiii? "Beer Drinkers for Kerry; tion of the company's name. I )n
Edwards," Baltes said.
the company's other Web site,
Baltes said there's more wvnv.iigeroycclesign.com. you'll
demand for buttons sporting see why.
a "new product" like Kerry and
There, you'll see Democratic
Democratic vice presidential buttons supporting Kerry and
candidate lohn Edwards than bashing Bush. One shows
for incumbent President Bush Bush staring blankly and reads.
and Vice President Dick Cheney, "PutthVthe'Duh'inW."
hence far fewer buttons for the
This Web site is more forthRepublican convention.
coining about tigereye Design.
Making buttons for both explaining that it's a union shop
major parties can be delicate and that its employees are mem
business
hers of United Steelworkers
Most buttons advertised on l-ocal 3210. The company's
the company's two Web sites primary business is providing
are benign — many sport state- services to union locals nationspecific political expressions wide.
such as "Buck,eyes Support
Besides the Internet. Baltes
saidmuch of his business comes
Hush." But not all.

WEDNESDAY

Sunny

High: 79
Low: 55'

THURSDAY

Sunny

High: 80'
low: (SO-

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

from small slickers placed on
the back of each button that
advertise the companyS Web
sile and its phone number,
While the business keeps a
low profile, its customers often
weai their political views on
their sleeves. Many want to
share those views when they

place orders.
"Il isn't enough lo lake an
oider,'' Baltes said. "You have
to be a psychologist vviih these
people

In 2000, he said, the company inadvertently shipped Bush
buttons in a woman who had
ordered ion buttons supporting
Democratic challenger Al Gore.
After calling l'igeroye to report
the mistake, the woman refused
to touch the Bush buttons when
she was asked to return them.
A neighboi had to pack up
the buttons,'' said Italics, adding that the predicament hasn't
repealed ilsell ihisyeai
Business began picking up
at Tigereye Design in October,
BUTTONS, PAGE 2

FRIDAY

Sunny

High: 81"
Low. 61'

Sunrn

i ugh 82
Low: 63'
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NUMBER?
The best way for
your friends and professors
to get a hold of you
is to be listed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address
Change Form below to provide
your off-campus residence address
and local or cell telephone number for
the BGSU Telephone Directory.
Both your local off-campus address and permanent address
will be printed in the BGSU Telephone Directory
unless the Office of Registration & Records receives
a completed Request to Withhold Directory
Information form by September 1, 2004. To assure
proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by:

Wednesday, September 1, 2004 at 5:00 PM
Please mail or deliver the completed
Off-Campus Local Address Change Form
to the Office of Registration and Records,
110 Administration Building or
drop off the form at one of the sites listed below:

8:00a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

4:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.

BGSU alum Kurt Reichert
showcases his interesting
photography. His exhibit, entitled
"Fowl Faces," runs through
September 3.
Union Galleries

Snow Cone Giveaway
Sponsored by Connections
Collegiate Ministries
Union Lobby

5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Annual Car
Wash
Cost: $4
Sunoco gas station

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Bookstore Apple Promo
Union Lobby

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Men's Rugby Recruitment
Union Lobby

Texas Hold'Em How-To Workshop
316 Union

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

8p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

BGSUrve Informational table
Union Lobby

What Drives You?
Join speaker Greg as we discuss
our purpose being on campus. Sponsored by InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship.
DiinLing Lounge, Union

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
BGSU Student Education
Association Table Recruitment
and Informational Table
Union Lobby

everywhere through the webcast
on wbgufm.com. WBGU-fm plays
exclusively independent, underground and under-represented
music from all genres.
121 West Hall

9:30 p.m.
"Kill Bill Vol. 2"
Free Movie! Sponsored by UAO.
Union Theater

11 a.m. Tuesdays until
daily supplies runs out
Sushi Tuesdays back by popular
demand... SUSHI!
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
and BGSU Dining Services have
teamed up to bring you the exotic
taste of fresh made sushi.
Founders Keepers Food
Court

3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Freshman 15: Myth or Reality?
Informal discussion on the
realities of eating at college and
adjusting to schedule changes.
McDonald Hall

Department of Popular Culture
welcome POPC Majors and
Minors.New Popular Culture
majors, minors and Folklore and
Folklife minors will have the
opportunity to visit and socialize with faculty and returning
majors and minors. The session
will inform you of departmental
contacts, course information and
degree requirements.
314 Union

12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

9:15 p.m.

9:15 p.m.

Multicultural Welcome Back .
Cook-Ouf
Open to all students, sponsored
by the Center for Multicultural
and Academic Initiatives
Ground Floor, Saddlemire

WBGU 88 1 FM and WBGU
FM.COM Informational Meeting.
WBGU-FMisBGSU-sonlyFCC
licensed radio station that broadcasts at 1000 watts to over a
20-mile radius on 88.1 FM and

Women's Rugby Information
Session
Free Refreshments
1011 BABIdg.

12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Weight Watchers Information
Session
Learn healthy eating habits and
lose weight. The program lasts 13
weeks and costs $144. Fee must
be paid at the first meeting.
Call 419-372-7516 for more
information.
222 Union

8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Falconpade Open Skate
Admission is free with a valid
student ID.
BGSU Ice Arena

9 p.m. - 10 p.m.

RNC builds company sales
Monica, makes sure regular cus- 1(1 miles northwest of Dayton,
tomers' needs are met during and opened Tigereye Design.
when tin company began mak- die busy political season. While Baltes grew up here, his father
ing more bullons in response son Kuss works as a graphic still owns a farm nearby, and
10 a wave of anti-Bush senti- designer in the an department, he wanted his children to "grow
ment. While the company typi- the a niple's other son, leff. helps up in schools with lockers
cally makes IS million to 2 mil- run a company booth at various without locks."
It's the first visit to New
lion buttons a year, it's already labor and political events.
Baltes, 55, said his was just York Qty for most of the eight
produced more than 4 million
this year and is on pace to make "a butmn company in Toledo" Tigereye employees working
when it began supplying hut- at the Republican conven(i million.
The company also sells aux- tons for conventions in 1984. tion. Baltes has rented suites
iliary Hems such as lapel pins, For the past 20 years, it's made two blocks from Madison
bumper slickers and l-sliiris bntions for most of the national Square Garden.
"We don't need that many peoHul bullons account for 80 per- l«iliiical conventions.
In 1995, Baltes and his fam- ple' io work in New York, Baltes
cent of the company's more than
ily moved to Versailles, less admitted. But as a busy year of
$2 million in political sales.
For the Baltcses, the business than two miles down the road business enters its final months,
is a family affair. Tony's wife, from Frenchtown and about "it's a good reward."
BUnONS FROM PAGE 1
1

Drop Locations:
Union Information Desk
Library, Circulation Desk
Administration Building, Is' Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records

Statf

Members Ne e

c#ec/

For The Obsidian
A Multicultural Publication
All Students are welcome!
Join us Tuesday August 31st, 2004 in
Room 121 of West Hall at 9pm to find out if you can
make a difference on campus!
Variety of staff positions available included
writing, photography, editing and layout.

§ | OFF-CAMPUS LOCAL ADDRESS CHANGE FORM
' |
I

Come out and get hands-on experience with a multicultural
publication designed to inform and entertain students here on
BG's campus.

Use this form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or
Correction is required. Contact the Office of Residence Life
to change residence hall or Greek unit address.
Name

I Street Address
I
I City

Student ID POO

Zip

State

Local or Cell Phone #
Signature

Date

Contact editor Allia Miller at alliam@bgnet.bgsu.edu
for more information on questions

Tuesday. August 31.2004 3
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"I have a right to be in the city. We have a
two-party system and should be able to
exist together."
GRACE KUDUKIS. CLEVELAND DELEGATE

Obscenities keep
attendees at bay
during convention
CONVENTION, FROM PAGE 1

face." said Darren White, a delegate from Albuquerque, N.M.
"They screamed and yelled that
Republicans weren't welcome in
New York."
Grace Kudukis, a delegate
from Cleveland, said some
protesters who marched near the
delegation's Times Square hotel
on Sunday gestured obscenely
at delegates and shouted rude
comments about the president.
Some convention security
officers suggested in response
that delegates hide their credentials and any other signs that
they were Republicans, including telling one man to turn his
GOP T-shirt inside out to hide
the elephant symbol, she said.
"I just felt violated," Kudukis
said. "I have a right to be in
die city. We have a two-party
system and should be able to
exist together.
"As an American, I'm afraid to

be identified as a Republican. It's
a shame."
Minnesotans came prepared
for dissent. Their delegation
received a memo, telling them
not to engage critics in debate
not to get impatient when
maneuvering around protests
and to treat demonstrators with
respect.
"Unlike pre-war Iraq and
Afghanistan, people in America
are free to peacefully protest
and speak their minds," the
memo said.
"1 have no problems with those
people telling me their ideas and
thoughts. I'll be listening," said
Dr. Richard Mulder, a delegate
from Ivanhoc, Minn. "I have
free speech, too. I can give them
my ideas, too. That's what this
country is all about."
Associated Press writers David
Ueb, lill Barton, Brian Bakst
Deborah Hastings and Donna De
la Cruz contributed to this report.

lacquesBnnon AP Photo

FRANCE REACTS: French Interior Minister Dominique de Villepin, center, surrounded by members of the French council for the Muslim faith,
delivers his speech after a meeting Sunday, Aug. 29,2004. Islamic militants on Saturday released a brief tape showing kidnapped reporters.

Technology makes
free speech easy
SCREENSAVERS,FROM PAGE 1

Thursday. Ii will be different
each night.
Anyone can view the presentation online at www.screensaversgroup.org.
There could be so many people
sending messages that they may
be indistinguishable, Hillerbrand
said, but to The Screensuvcrs
Group the presentation is symbolic.
"Sometimes it looks like a
hodge-podge of text because it
is unedited — which is beautiful." Hillerbrand said. "It's all
about nish technology and how
it can empower the person's
voice. Knowing you are participating and people all over the
worid are doing it — that is really
wonderful."
Hillerbrand said he couldn't
be happier by the University's
willingness to allow this
presentation on campus.
Mary Edgington, the director of the Union, worked with
Hillerbrand on setting up the
projection.
"The students get to see
something hew in Ohio that is
also offered in a big city — that is

what higher education is about
— providing an opportunity to
see what is also in a big metropolitan city," Edgington said.
When Edgington heard the
content will be unedited, she
realized this could be controversial, she said, but decided to
encourage die presentation.
"It is a risk we are going to take."
Edgington said. "But we hope
that everyone will be engaged in
the right manner."
IXiring the presentation, laptops will be set up in front of
the projecrion so students can
participate and watch their
message show up and be
broadcasted to New York and
Amsterdam, Hillerbrand said.
Technological staff will be
available by the laptops to explain
how it all works.
Hillerbrand said he urges
students to consider voicing their
opinions, whether they be for or
against the Republican mind-set
because this year is as important
as any.
"Ohio is a swing slate so we
decided to bring it to campus,"
Hillerbrand said. "It will really be
a beautiful thing."

The BG News —
Your One Stop for
Election Views

John F. Kerry -John Edwards
for President-Vice President
Eric D. Fingerhut
lor VS Senate
Robin Weirauch
for VS Congress
Nathan Nickcns
for Ohio State Senate
Scott R. McCarty
/in Ohio House of Representatives

French plead for hostages
By Elaine Ganley
THE ASS0ICATED PRESS WRItlER

PARIS — A French journalist
lieing held hostage along \\ ill i
a colleague in Iraq called on
French President Jacques (Chirac
to give in to militants'demand
to rescind a headscarf ban to
save their lives, according t" a
video shown late yesterday on
the Al-Iazeera television station.
Hie video was broadcast hours
after France insisted it would go
ahead with the ban on Muslim
head scarves in schools, standing firm against strapping the
law just hours before a deadline
set by the captors.
I appeal to the French people
to go to the streets ... because
our lives are threatened.''
journalist Georges Malbrunot
said in English on the video
Speaking in French, fellow
hostage (;hristian Chesnot called
on Chirac and his government
to rescind the ban. according to
the newsreader, who interpreted
his remarks into Arabic
Hie video showed the two
unshaven men seated together
in front of a gray, mud wall widi a
small window above them.
In a video broadcast Saturday.
a militant group calling itself
"The Islam Army in Iraq," gave
the French government 18 hours
to overturn the ban, but mentioned no threat against the
men's lives.
However, a militant group
with a similar name was hel ieved

to have killed an Italian freelance
journalist last week after Italy's
government rejected a demand
that it withdraw its 3,000 soldiers
ill Iraq.
Al-Iazeera said the group
had extended its deadline,
which would have ended late
yesterday, by 24 houra
Earlier yesterday, die Chirac
government held firm in its
refusal to rescind the ban. "The
law will be applied" when school
doors open Thursday, government spokesman lean-Francois
Cope said.
Muslim leaders at home and
abroad rallied around France
with statements of support and
calls on the shadowy Islamic
Army of Iraq to free the two
reporters. Two marches in Paris
converged on a square near
the E:iffel Tower, with hundreds
of people chanting "Free the
hostages."
Before the videos, the last time
anyone heard from the French
journalists was Aug. 19.
The kidnapping has been a
shock to many in France, which
opposed the U.S.-led invasion of
Iraq and has pursued generally
pro-Arab policies.
"The French have discovered
that havingopposed the Iraq war
does not make them immune
from die wrath of Islamists," said
Bruno Tcrtrais at die Foundation
for Strategic Research.
"It didn't take an Islamic world
specialist to know that we could

be a target because of this law," efforts to free the journalists,
French Foreign Minister Michel
he said.
The measure's passage In Bamier called the demand to
March triggered protests by drop the French law "incompreMuslims, as well as turban-wear- hensible."
However, there were signs
ing Sikhs, around the world, who
of anger when it was passed,
argued it is discriminatory.
While the law bans all including an ominous message
"conspicuous" religious apparel, for France six months ago from
such as lewish skullcaps and the top lieutenant of Osama
large Christian crosses, it is really bin laden. An audiotape with
aimed at Muslim head scarves a voice attributed to Ayman
in public schools. Many French al-Zawahri, aired Feb. 24 on
fear their secular nation, which Al-Arabiya television, said the
has the biggest Islamic popula- law on head scarves "is another
tion in western Europe with 5 example of the Crusader's malice
million Muslims, is under threat which Westerners have against
from a rising tide of Islamic Muslims."
fundamentalism.
Iraqi interim Prime Minister
Still, Muslim activists in the Ayad Allawi said the hostage
Middle East appealed to the crisis showed France cannot
hostage-takers yesterday and escape terrorists with a passive
offered praise for France's Iraq policy,
anti-war stance on Iraq.
"France will not be spared,"
"Because of France's distin- Allawi said. "Governments
guished position in rejecting the that decide to remain on the
Anglo-American occupation of
defensive will be the next targets
Iraq. We appeal to the people of terrorists."
who kidnapped the journalists
Iraq was not really the issue,
Grand Ayatollah Mohammed said Tertrais at the Foundation
Hussein Fadlallah, renewed for Strategic Research.
While France stayed out
his religious edict against the
kidnapping of foreigners and of Iraq, it plays a role in fightcalled for the release of die two ing terrorist groups by sharing
intelligence with other nations
French reporters.
"The
kidnapping
runs while having hundreds of
contrary to the Quranic Islamic special forces in Afghanistan.
"I lad France taken a different
principles," Fadlallah said in his
edict, faxed to The Associated stance on Iraq, Islamists would
have had two reasons to target
Press.
In Egypt to lead diplomatic France," Tertrais said.

Your 2004 Demoratic Candidates
Judge C. Ellen Connally
/.'» Ohio Supreme Court c hie/ )tuiict
Judge Nancy Fucrst
for Ohio Supreme ( ourl hutlce
Judge William O'Ncil
foi <llni> Supreme Court fuslfce
Judge William J. Skow
■mi oj Ippeals fudge
Judge Mark I.. Pirtrykowski
t ouri oj Appeals Fudges

For Information on .ill Democratic Cam! dates: www,woodcodeniocrats.org
Paid (or by Wood Count)' Democrats, Al Baldwin li.nr PO Box /07 Bowling Ciri't-n. Ohio-O402

Alvin L Perkins
Wood ( aunt) Commissfonei
John W. Mura
jor County Commissioner
Patrick Ng
fbi < ounty Engtneei
Matthew P. Lyons
fbi Wood Count) t leik oj ( ourts
Sue Kinder
Wood ( oiinn Recordei
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OPINION

"this is New York. Of course we'd have
seven naked people on Eighth Avenue."
Newark l in Mayor Michael Bloomberg, on seven members of the anti-AIDS
gioup All UP who recently stood naked in the city chanting "George Bush.drop
(he debt and stop AIDS now"
(Newsday)

Type loudly at the Union tonight
YOU DECIDE

Tonight and for the nod WO
nights, you have a chance to
say what you want about the
Republican National Convention
In a very unique way
tonight and for the next two
nights, no one can change
your words.
Tonight and lor the next two
nights, those words can be seen
all over the world.
Wanna know how to make
your voice heard!
\n natj«rft« professor in the
Technology department, Stephan

What do you think about the
new "Keyworx" technology being
offered at the Union? Send an
Email to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feeback on our web site.
I lillerbrand, will project a presentation through a new technology
called Keyworx, put together by
a group he belongs to called The
Screensavers Group.
The technological aspects are

interesting, but not the point of
this editorial, so please check out
the logistics in the stoiy on our
front page.
The message in this editorial is
to not let this opportunity to use
this new technology for your own
free speech platform pass you by.
l-rom 8-10 p.m. a projection
will be cast onto the Union, made
up of text-messages, e-mails and
instant-messages from people
like and unlike you around
the world.
The projection will be seen

on buildings in New York City, 8-10 p.m. in the next three nights,
Amsterdam and Bowling Green send an e-mail message and
State University.
watch it flash on the screen.
That's right. NYC, Amsterdam
literally millions of others could
see it just at the moment you do.
and BC.SU.
It can also be seen from any
Maybe this whole thing doesn't
computer online at www.scrcen- seem like a big deal to you. but
saversgroup.org.
think about it: How many counFortunately. I lillerbrand decid- tries in the world would allow this
ed to get the OK from the group, —with absolutely no editing?
lust the fact that a new technolwhich he is a part of, and give us
the opportunity to be a part of ogy can connect us all together
should excite each of us.
this free speech fonim.
Let's make BGSU heard. Stop
Thing about it, as your mesby the front of the Union between sage appears in the collaboration

LETTERS TO Tl IE EDITOR PEOPLE
THE STREET
, SSSS? ON«.-.;Keep opinions ■
f . *.
—..;-.
Asadev
loping journalist,
iou
As
a developing
however, she needs to learn the
difference between reporting
and editorializing.

on the Opinion
page

Meredith Guthrie
Graduate Teaching Assistant

Nicole Delisio's article about
President Mush's visit to Ron
Meigs ;B( I News, August 30) was
well-written for the most part.
I lowever, I do not believe that
it belonged on the front page of
the B( i News. Instead, the article
should have been printed on the
Opinion page.
DCIMO made no attempt at
objectively covering the event,
as she should have in her rale
as a reporter. I ler anicle merely
repeated Bush's talking points,
including repealing Bush's
phrases about Kerry's "alleged
promises" to add new government services. She also praised
Bush's tax cms.
As a private citizen, Dettsk) is
entitled to her opinions about
Bush and how well he has performed as president.

Nuclear
deregulation
trumps safety
The Republican energy policy
includes increased reliance on
nuclear power. The Republican
economic policy includes
increased deregulation of industry. The two policies combined
equal almost certain disaster.
For instance, take the issue of
fire safety standards.
The Nuclear Regulatory
Agency's standards on fire safety
require plants to use automatic
shut-down systems in the event
of a significant fire.
I lowever, several nuclear

plants are currently "not in compliance" with these regulations,
relying instead on "manualshutdown. (Davis-Besse, in
nearby Oak Harbor, Is one.)
This means that in the event
of a fire, plant employees will
be required to rush around
inside the plant dodging smoke,
radiation, terrorists, bullets or
whatever the situation may be,
in order to perform up to 100
different tasks (possibly in the
dark) to bring a hot reactor safely
off-line.
If the reactor is not brought offline, fire could cause a Loss Of
Coolant Accident (iOCA) resulting in a melt-down catastrophe.
The Republican answer to this
problem of non-compliance is
to amend the NCR regulations
so that "manual shutdown" is
allowed. The rogue plants need
to make no changes.
In Bush World, deregulation
trumps public safety.

GARY
NONNEMACHER
Instructor
I attended the rally lor
George W. Bush at Fort Meigs
last Saturday. At the rally I met
a parent of a BGSU student. 1
mentioned I was on die faculty
at BGSU and he said, "What are
you doing here?" 1 le was under
the impression that everyone at
BGSU is a liberal.
While it may seem that our
campus is decidedly liberal, 1
have news for the conservatives
on campus You are not alone.
\\r may not be as vocal as die
other side, but we exist.
In my experience, everybody

Jessica Thornton
Soph more,
Sports Management
"It's important for
candidates to win
Ohio so we deserve
the attention."

Oeane Gwinn
Soiedad, CA

Campus is not full of liberals
gets equal representation here
- if you submit your opinion.
The responses to my letters on
this page have been positive,
so I know there are other conservatives on campus. But few
of us have the time required to
submit a letter, so we often
go unnoticed.
Some writers attempt to cite
supporting "facts" but their
logic is circular. They interpret
data according to their beliefs
and call it "fact." If I get a
handle on what you believe, I
can deduce the "facts." Don't
be afraid to submit a letter
without 'facts''
So, what's my opinion? My
opinion is that our nation
needs a spiritual revival the likes
of which a mystery to Sen. Kerry

What do you think of
the attention Ohio is
receiving from the
presidential
campaigns?

and that the anti-Bush ads have
dominated the anti-Kerry ads,
so Kerry should quit complaining My opinion is that our
courts should apply existing
laws to specific cases rather
than re-write laws. My opinion
is that those who are paying the
largest share of taxes should
receive die largest tax breaks.
My opinion is that some leading liberals refuse to denounce
violent protests because they
are running scared. My opinion
is diattrue wisdom comes from
God and Godly living
The Democratic Party seems
bent on obliterating all references to God and all standards
of Godly living from our culture.
That's my opinion. Now
respond.

Tom Barstow
Senior, Computer Science
"We've earned it."

Chelsea Warne
Senior,
Middle Childhood Ed.
"It's good because
they've always said
that Ohio is
representative of the
U.S."

NEW CATEGORIES FOR THE PURPLE HEART

Stacey Sternad
Senior,
Middle Childhood Ed.
WoUNDeD.
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"It's good because it
gives us a chance to
see both sides."

it could be touching a message
from someone in Durban, South
Africa or Tahiti in the Polynesian
Islands or anyone's message
from anywhere.
Who knows who else could be
speaking with you or against you?
It's a truly amazing thought.
So today, think about what you
want to say and then say it — to
yourself, to the world — for yourself and for the world.
It's about freedom, so say what
you want

Universities deal
with file sharing
Theoretically you can still
download for free, but, as one
anonymous North Carolina
State University student
discovered last year, the
Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) will have
something to say about it.
Students also have to avoid
decoys on sites like Kazaa that
appear to be versions of Ashlee
Simpson's single "Pieces of
Me" but are either shortened
versions of the song or just the
Chorus looping over and
over again.
Rumors have also circled
that some downloads contain
vimses or that some CDs are
equipped to download a vims
Into your computer if you try
to upload the songs for
future copies.
However, some universities arc trying to combat
illegal downloading, perhaps
responding to the 135 lawsuits
the RIAA handed out as of
April this year to students, (acuity and staff at 35 schools.
Now if only NCSU can learn
from its neighbors.
Wake Forest University is
one of 20 schools this year
that will provide dieir students
widi free or reduced-cost
downloading off RealNetwork's
Rhapsody service.
This trend began with Penn
State, which offered students
half a million songs to download off the new Napster for
free through the university.
While students at Wake
Forest, Tulane and the other 18
schools offering the Rhapsody
service will have to pay for
the songs if they want to keep
them after the school year, they
will still get several months of
music listening pleasure without the RIAA threatening to
empty their meager
saving accounts.
Another North Carolina
school that has decided to
promote legal downloading
is our Gothic neighbor Duke
University.
Duke stunned their student
body land pissed off quite a
few upperclassmen) when they
announced that they would
be distributing 1,650 iPods to
dieir incoming freshmen. The
il'ods came stocked with an
audio recording device (so
they can tape their professors'
lectures). The iPods also came
with access to a special Web
site that gave each student ten
free downloads on iTunes.com.
Students can also download
lecture notes on their little
white devices.

MICHELE
DECAMP
U-Wire Columnist
The Ttdoddan
(North Carolina Shite U.)
All this is because Duke
wants to continue its commitment to integrating technology
into the classroom as well as
hopefully getting students
hooked on a legal downloading site.
NCSU officials have not
rolled out any pilot programs
involving il'ods, and diey arc
not jumping on the free downloading bandwagon. 1 lowever
by finding some way to stress
legal downloading they could
avoid a scene like the one they
encountered last year when
the RIAA asked university legal
officials to disclose the name of
a student who had been using
her web space on the NCSU
network to share files.
Obviously NCSU can't afford
il'ods for its freslimen. It would
be wise for the largest university in the state to acknowledge
that students are constantly
listening to downloaded music
and wouldn't it l)e nice if it
was free.
NCSU could save themselves dealings with the
recording industry and earn a
few brownie points with current and prospective students
by following the trend of the
aforementioned schools.
If anything the UNC system
could do what die University
of Michigan system decided
to do, offer services like die
Rhapsody system for a discounted price. That way students only have to pay $2-3
for a membership, and they
get the lowest prices in the
legal downloading industry, 79
cents per song.
Rather than just sending out
warning e-mails or letters to
the campus community (hat
illegal downloading is wrong
the university could send us
the message that diey realize
it's a problem and they will try
to do what they can to fix it.
It doesn't cost anything to
discuss the options with some
of these downloading services.
Not to mention that a potential 29,000 more clients might
convince them that discounted or even free downloads
might be to their advantage.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induded for wrifkation
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor5'or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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BRIEFING
Coppes sets records
then wins MAC award

TUESDAY

Women's Soccer forward
Kristy Coppes became the
first Falcon to receive the MAC
Soccer Player of the Week award
three times.
Coppes, aseniorfrom Findlay,
sealed the award by scoring six
of the Falcons' seven goals in
a 7-3 win over Duquesne on
Friday, beating both BGSU and
MAC scoring records.
Coppes also remains the
only player to score three or
more goals in multiple matches; Friday's game was the third
such event.

August 31,
2004

OUnot
ready in
NCAA
game

3

ELLIOTT
SCHREINER

OU Blue Eyes

With the Bowling Green '
football team's matchup against
Oklahoma coming closer and
closer on the horizon, one
cant help but ponder what the
outcome of the game will be.
Oklahoma could come out
fired up after a disappointing
end to last season and ride into
battle with all cylinders firing
and their Heisman quarterback
having a career day, proving to all
doubters their dominance and
covering their hefty spread.
Bowling Green could make
some plays early, get a lead
and compete with the Sooners
before dropping to the national
powerhouse much like Virginia
Tech did this past weekend
It's even possible that scenario
number two plays out with some
Cole Magner magic happening
to give the Falcons' faithful a just
reason to party.
But then there's scenario
number four, the NCAA Football
2005 scenario that plays out
much differently and much more
favorably for BG, just the way it
did on my Playstation early this

morning.
The game's commentators
agreed with the nation's top
prognosticators in the guess that
Oklahoma was too powerful.
"Expect a career day from their
quarterback" said Kirk Herbstreit,
referring to Heisman trophy
winner lason White.
Lee Corso added in that this
would be an easy mnning day for
the Sooners.
They knew little about the
carnage that was to come.
Oklahoma won the coin toss
and took the ball to start the game
and exchanged possessions with
the Falcons.
The Sooners didn't score until
their kicker Tre DiCario split the
uprights on a 32-yard field goal,
giving the home team a 3-0 lead.
On the sidelines, BG players
were in a rage
PS2, PAGE 6
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Bryant case near jury selection
BylonSarche
THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Prosecutors and defense
attorneys in Kobe Bryant's sexual
assault case get a chance this
week to see potential jurors
eye-to-eye for the first time.
About 100 Eagle Count)'
residents will be individually
questioned as attorneys and the
judge in the case work to seat a
jury. That process was to begin
yesterday.
Three-hundred people tilled
out questionnaires Friday to
give prosecutors and defense
attorneys their initial sense of
the jury pool. An additional 100
people are expected to join the
jury pool this week, state courts
spokeswoman Karen Salaz said
Sunday.
Salaz said the addition of the
new possible jurors, who also
will have to fill out the questionnaires, should not make
jury selection take longer than
previously expected. Opening

statements are expected Sept. 7.
Salaz had said Friday that officials were satisfied with the pool
of 300.1 lowever, she said Sunday
that the new people—who were
summoned for another case that
suddenly was settled — would
improve chances of seating an
impartial jury.
Attorneys spent much of the
weekend scnitinizing answers to
the 82 questions asked of each
of the first 300 potential jurors.
Lawyers met with the judge
Sunday to make up a list of
those who were to be called back
beginning yesterday for individual, closed-door questioning.
"The job of the attorneys
and consultants is to come up
with what attitudes might lead
to a bias against our side," said
trial consultant Beth Bonora of
Bonora D'Andrea.
While lawyers ask questions,
other attorneys and consultants
will be watching the potential
jurors carefully for clues to their

attitudes in their body language
and facial expressions, said
former
prosecutor
Craig
Silverman.
Following individual questil >i i ing, remaining candidates are
expected to be brought into a
courtroom as a group as early as
tomorrow for the public portion
of jury selection.
In an unusual move for
(xilorado courts, the judge closed
the Individual questioning to the
public. Because of the numbers
of people involved in the largest
jury call in Eagle County history,
the public will not be allowed
in the courtroom for the opencourt portions of the process.
Instead, reporters and the public
will observe the proceedings on
closed-circuit television.
District ludge Terry Ruckriegle
scheduled a hearing early yesterday to discuss a request by
KOBE. PAGE 6
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WALKING AWAY: Kobe Bryant's defense attorneys Terry O'Connor, left,
Pamela Mackey, center, and Hal Haddon leave the Justice Center in
Eagle. Co'o. Lawyers tor the case are in the jury selection stage

Long road ahead for Athens
By Brian Murphy
THE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

The athletes have packed up.
Olympic banners are coming
down.
The challenge is just
beginning.
It's a realization that's just s
tarting to hit the Olympic hosts:
The venues and facilities they
smiggled 80 hard to build could
create even greater problems after
the games.
The
chief
fear
—
especially after Athens' budgetbusting Olympics — is expensive
idleness. World-class sports
centers ring up serious maintenance bills. Finding relevant and
revenue-producing roles for the
arenas Ls the long-term quest of
any fonner Olympic city.
In Athens, however, there's an
added complication. Olympic
planners dedicated so much
effort to overcome delays, there
was no time to think about the
future. There's now more than $3
billion in new or refurbished venues begging for attention.
"There are ideas. Some plans
are being snidied. But there
is no definite solution," said
Christos
Hadjiemmanuel,
head of Olympic Properties,
a state company created as a
temporary caretaker for the
venues anid other sites.
Time Ls truly money in the
post-Olympic landscape.
A University of Ihessaly study
commissioned by the Greek

Federer
playing
tough
By Hal Bock
THE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

Australian
Open
and
Wimbledon champion linger
Federer began bis quest for
a third Grand Slain title this
season, defeating former
Trench Open champion
Albert Costa, 7-5, 6-2, 6-4 in
the lirst round of the U.S. Open

yesterday

Ben Curtis APPhoto

A GOOD CELEBRATION?: Beijing Mayor Wang Qishan waves the Olympic flag after receiving it from
Athens Mayor Dora Bakoyiannis. left, during the closing ceremony Sunday night. Mayor Bakoyiannis and
the city of Athens will have its hands full with the task of tearing down what they worked to build.

government predicted it will
take $100 million a year for the
upkeep of the more than one
dozen Olympic sites, including die main stadium complex.
Add this to an overall price tag
expected to reach $12 billion —
nearly all of it from public funds.
Greek taxpayers are already
expecting to be hit hard by the
state. Even before Sunday's
closing ceremony, the hunt

was on for ways to lighten the
post-games' costs.
Ideas — some possibly
floated by the government—filled
the Creek media Among them:
closing die venue for badminton and the modem pentathlon;
seeking private buyers for some
sites;anddigginguppartofasports
complex on attractive seaside
property that was formerly
the city's airport. There would

probably be link' local outEryThe
Balds were used lor sports with few
followers in Greece, including softball. baseball and Bald

Playing on an oppressively humid afternoon at the
Nationallennisi euici.l-'edeier
tame into the Open on a
mission. He has never
progressed lieyond the round
of 16 in four previous appearances at the season's final
Grand Slam
But now he is seeded No,
1. the prc-tournament favorite, and he played an efficient
first-round match against
(xista. who is more at home on
clay than on the hard courts of

the Open,

The only clear plans so lai
involve converting the Olympic
Village into apartments for
low-income Greek workers:
turning the media and broadcast
centers into conference halls; and

I ederer took 2 hours, 4
minutes to beat Costa,
who hail split four previous
matches with the top seed
"1 lost the last inn times I
play ed him. once on clay, once
on haul," Federer said. "He
knows how to beat me."
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US. wins medal count, but many missed oppurtunities
By lame Anxi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By all accounts, the United States
had a great Olympics.
Americans won 103 medals,
more than in Sydney or Atlanta.
Michael Phelps put on a show
for the ages, capped by a wonderful lesson in sportsmanship
Paul Hamm offered a tremendous
reminder about never giving up.
The amazing thing is, it could
have been better.
Americans won just 35 gold
medals, the fewest since Montreal,
28 years ago. Phelps fell short of
the goal he set and $1 million
bonus he craved. And Hamm is
still defending the legitimacy of
his triumph.
So while Athens will go down as
one of the best Summer Games
for the red. white and blue, don't
put it at the top of the bst
These great Olympics could
have been superb. But something
always got in the way.

look at Phelps.
He won eight medals, something no American and only
one other Olympian had done.
The letdown was that two were
bronze. Had they been gold, he
would'vc met his dream of breaking the record of seven golds won
by Mark Spitz in 1972 — and collected a $1 million bonus from a
sponsor.
"I can't say enough about what
an honor it was to even have the
opportunity to attempt that,"
Phelps said Sunday.
Phelps could have closed his
games by swimming the butterfly
leg of the 400-meter relay. Instead,
he gave his snot to teammate and
top rival Ian Crocker, not because
he was tired but so they could
both get a medal. They did. Gold.
Schoolteachers and coaches
can get a lot of mileage out of that
one. They aLso can tell kids about
Hamm, who went from a vault
landing that sent him tumbling

onto the judges' table — and into
12th place — to winning the allaround gold with two near-perfect performances.
He was hardly able to savor
the comeback, though, because
of a scoring squabble that has
outlasted the Olympic flame.
The cauldron was extinguished
Sunday night, but the Court of
Arbitration for Sport headed
back to Lausanne, Switzerland,
without having ruled on South
Korea's request to have die top
three reshuffled with its gymnast
on top.
The list of U.S. champions
includes the expected, like Phelps
and the softball and women's basketball squads; the hoped-for, like
Hamm and fellow gymnast Carry
Patterson; and pleasant surprises,
like Mariel Zagunis winning the
first American gold in fencing
since 1904.
More notable are the names
that are missing — most* promi-

nently the men's basketball team
that had been unbeaten at die
Olympics since adding NBA players in 1992. The squad formerly
known as the Dream Team got
bronze.
U.S. divers would have loved
one of those. They were shut out
for the first time in 92 years.
American boxers had their
worst Olympics in 56 years, winning just two medals. At least one
was gold, though, the first by the
squad since 1996.
In track, medal sweeps in the
men's 200 and 400 meters were
great. Silver in the men's 400 relay
and a disqualification in the women's race weren't. 'Ihe men had
won seven of the last nine times
they entered. The women had
won four of the last five.
The male track team ended up
with its most medals since 1992.
The women had their fewest since
U.S. MEDALS, PAGE 6
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A REAL CELEBRATION: Americans Justin Gatlm. left. Bernard Wilhams,
center, and Shawn Crawford, nght. celebrate after sweeping in the 200meter finals. They were a few of the many medal-winning Americans.
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Arenas must find usage after games
CLEANUP, FROM PAGE 5

modifying media housing for a
range (i! uses such as l-ducation
Ministry offices, a shopping mall
and a police training academy.
There's already talk of mounting Greek hiils lor the European
soccer championships or other
high pionfe sports competitions.
"i )ui city has been changed for
the better In the games," Athens
Mayor Dora Bakoyianni said. "We
must now decide how to keep the
momentum."
Athens has new rail links,
highways and revamped public
spaces that planners hope rid
the city of its shabby and chaotic
reputation. Police have been
trained to provide security on a
major scale, which officials believ e
could help attract conventions
and other s|x>rts festivals.
I his is what the International
Olympic Committee calls
"die legacy."
It's the catchaU phrase for
projects, transportation improvements and the general facelift
for Olympic cities, But there's a
caveat: The IOC has increasingly
warned hosts of making costly
venues that have little draw alter
the games.
[hew ate the white elephants
that the l(x: talks about," said

Robert Baade. a professor at lake
Forest College outside Chicago
who studies sports' mega-events.
I here are plenty of examples."
The highly praised Sydney
Games left some pricey baggage.
'lire privately run SuperDome
went into receivership this year.
The $420,000 mountain bike track
was closed because of a lack of
riders. The equestrian center
needs more than $900,000 a year
in subsidies to stay afloat.
In July, Australian officials
forecast it could take a decade
to break even from the cost of
staging the 2000 Olympics.
Taxpayers, meanwhile, are paying
about $32 million a year to prop
up the underused venues.
Atlanta immediately converted
the 85,000-seat Olympic stadium into the home field for the
Braves. Smaller venues had a less
fortunate afterlife. The shooting
venue was closed. So was the
bead) volleyball arena, which is
now used for wedding receptions
and may be part of a future senior
center.
The 2002 winter host, Salt Lake
City, fared better than most: a $76
million endowment left behind
by the organizing committee for
a winter sports complex. A $1.6
million operating deficit, however,
forced cutbacks and layoffs earlier

this year.
Montreal, host of the 1976
Summer Games, was stuck with
a public debt worth billions in
today's dollars.
The ultimate shakeout for many
citiescouldresembleMexicoCir/s.
The sombrero-shaped Olympic
stadium from 36 years ago is still
in good shape as a venue for pro
soccer. It contrasts sharply With
the facilities that could not find
their footing after the games. The
indoor Olympic pool has the feel
of an abandoned factory. Graffiti
covers the modernist sculptures
created for the games,
"This whole idea of a bright,
shiny Olympic legacy is a
terrible sham," said Anita Beaty, an
activist who fought Atlanta
officials over plans to restrict
movement of the homeless and
others. "There are dark sides."
That is what Athens is living
desperately to avoid after silencing critics and pulling off well-run
games.
The soccer stadiums, including the 75,000-seat Olympic
centerpiece, will be used by Greek
soccer clubs, although only a few
thousand fans generally rum out
for many matches.
Basketball teams will take up
residence in some of the halls.
Sailing, a popular pastime in

Greece, probably will benefit from
die new marina facilities
It's the smaller sites that are
the biggest worries. Greece, with
about 11 million people, might
not have die sports base to
SUSUbl venues for shooting or

Indoor cycle racing;
Greece's deputj finance minister. Petros Doukas, said (he
government is seeking to shift a
"big chunk" of Olympic venue
management into private hands.
lire reason is as obvious as reel
ink.
"There just isn't much
pu 111 Ic money left after the games,"
he said.
Some Greeks have opposed
widespread selloffs of the venues, saying they should remain a
public resource. But others
acknowledge the debt-smothered
government can't handle it alone.
"Privatizing the venue- or
Charging a price for their use is
preferable to theii being given
free-access sMUS \ei left to nist,"
an editorial in the kathimerini
newspaper said
After a mcclinglasi week on the
future of the Olympic sites, the
go\ eminent siHikcsn i.tn summed
up the state of the blueprint.
"We're open to all ideas."
Theodoras Roussopoulos said
'Its an open book."

Moya gets a scare from youngster
Mauresmo, who has never won a
Grand Slam.
"I don't feel the pressure
Not yesterday. Blasting serves
as high as 129 mph. Federer of being No. 2 or No. 3 seed or
delivered 11 aces to one for Costa whatever," she said. "My goal
is still the same coming here as
and won easily.
Earlier, third-seeded Carios it was going to Wimbledon or
Moya got an early scare from the other Grand Slams. I want
wild-card entry Brian Baker, to go to the end and try to get
dropping the first set before that trophy.
"My serve was pretty good
recovering to defeat die 19-veartoday. I felt very comfortable on
old 6-7 (6), 6-4,6-4,6-2.
Equipped with the highest that side of the game. The rest,
Grand Shun ranking of his career, I think I made too many errors
Moya came into the Open off a and let her come back into that
strong season. He reached the first set where I shouldn't have.
"You know, it's the first rounds,
quarterfinals at Cincinnati and
at the Olympics, losing to the never easy. I guess 1 have a few
eventual champion both times. things to adjust in my game. But
So Baker, making just his second overall, you know, a good start of
appearance in this event, seemed the tournament."
Mauresmo is one of three
to be an easy first-round draw.
But the teen-ager got an early players in the field who could
lead in the opening set and dien
won the tiebicak. even after
losing a lead.
Alter diat, however, Moya
established control. He ripped
24 aces and 66 winners in the
match that stretched 3 hours, 7
minutes.
Second-seeded
Amelie
Mauresmo defeated American
Marissa Irvin 6-4, 6-2 in the
opening match of the tournament.
Mauresmo, tire silver medalist
at the Athens Olympics, waited
out a 20-minute rain delay at the
stan and then wore down Irvin
methodically. She hit 18 winners
and had seven aces, six in the
second set
A semifinalist or bener in eight
of 12 tour events this year, including Wimbledon, Mauresmo overcame four double faults and
won 77 percent of her first-serve
points. She convened all four of
her break-point opportunities
and finished the match in 1 hour,
13 minutes.
The high seed does not disturb
TENNIS, FROM PAGE 5

overtakelustiiieHenin-llardenne
for No. 1 in the rankings based on
restilis at tire Open. The others
are lindsay Davenport, perhaps
the hottest player in the field with
four straight hard-court tournament victories, and Anastasia
Myskina, the French Open
champion.
In other early matches, former
Wimbledon champion Gonchita
Martinez lost to No. 31 seed
Maria Vento-Kabchi 0-6, 6-2, 63: Ai Sugiyama, seeded No. 12,
took advantage of 38 unforced
errors and defeated Teryn Ashley
7-5, 6-2; Gisela Dulko defeated
Tamarine Tanasugarn 7-6 (3), 63; and Julia Vakulenko defeated
two-time NCAA champion
Amber Uu 3-6,6-3,6-1.
Cyril Saulnier outlasted Greg
Rusedski 6-4,3-6,6-1,3-6.7-6 (7)

in a match that lasted 2 hours, 5 i
minutes. Alicia Molik, seeded No.
17, ousted Stepbatiiue Cohen
Aloro (>-(). 6-2.

Yesterdays othet featured day
matches included eighth-seeded
Jennifer Capriati against Denisa
(Madkova,
Athens silver medalist Manly
Fish, seeded Mo, 26, was scheduled to face David Ferrer, and
veteran Todd Martin was to face
No. 31 FabriceSantoro
The evening program, faced
with a forecast of heavy rain,
had some of the tournaments
heariliners with former champions Serena Williams and Andre
Agassi on tire program.'
Williams, seeded No. 3,
was scheduled to face Sandra
Klcinova. and Agassi, the No, 6
seed was to play Hobby (iinepri.

U.S. MEDALS, FROM PAGE 5

'76, hindered by having left several of their best sprinters home
in the wake of a steroid scandal.
There also was turnover
within the team. Justin Gatlin.
Allyson Felix and iauryn
Williams were among a new
wave of Olympians who sparkled, while established stars
like Gail Devers, Allen Johnson
and Stacy Dragila failed to even
make any finals. Marion lones
went from five medals in Sydney
to a goose-egg in Greece.
Andy Roddick, Martina
Navratilova and Venus Williams
left Athens with memories, not
medals. Tile most successful
American tennis player here
ended up being Manly Fish,
whose silver tops anything he's
done at a Grand Slam event
Union Gardner, the best story
in Sydney, wasn't able to defend
his wrestling gold medal. He
wasn't too upset, though. The
bronze he won was just as precious because of what he'd been
through since 2000: a near-fatal
snowmobile wreck that cost him
a toe, a motorcycle crash and
a dislocated wrist playing basketlmll.
Then there are the ones that

got away, like shot putter Adam
Nelson tying for first but getting
silver on the tiebreaker because
he fouled on all of his other
throws.
And how about tire 50-meter,
three-position rifle event? Matt
Emmons took a commanding
lead into his final blast, then shot
the wrong target. The goof sunk
him to eighth and moved fellow American Michael And up
lo silver. Anti would've gotten
gold if he hadn't been penalized
for firing too many shots in an
earlier round.
As with any Olympics, this
was the last hurrah for many
champions.
Swimmer lenny Thompson,
who won two silvers to bump
her American-best career medal
total to 12, isn't likely to be back
for a fifth games.
Dawn Staley is calling it quits
after leading the women's basketball team to three straight
golds. And the five stalwarts on
the women's soccer team — Mia
llamm, Julie Foudy, Brandi
Chastain, Joy Fawcett and
Kristine IJlry — are also going
out in golden style.
It's not about the medal,"
llamm said, "it's about the
dream."

Falcons ready to roll right over
Sooners according to the PS2
PS2, FROM PAGE 5

Angriest of all was lames
Hawkins, who would haw a
career day thanks in part to some
sun' hands and constant double
teams of fellow wide outs Cole
Magnet and (Iharlcs Sharon.
It would be on this next drive
dial Hawkins would score his first
of three touchdowns, the first of
which was a 69 yarder from the
sure arm of Omar lacobs to end
the first quarter.

What cyber ESPN Sportscenter
commentators would call the
lames I lawkins Show" continued in the second quarter when
lacobs again found the wide out,
this time ten a 34-yard touchdown,
which gave the Falcons a 14-3 lead
going into the second half, a half
B( is defense would dominate
it was on Oklahoma's first drive
of tile second half that Daniel
Sayfes swept In for a game breaking sack, prompting I leriistreit to
note that "the coach might want
to get him out ol there before he

gets hurt"
After all, it was the team's eighth
sack of the afternoon and VVIiitc
was clearly in trouble.
Ihe Sooners' trouble continued on consecutive plays, as the

lacobs to Hawkins express rode
again for gains of 44 and 36 yards,
the second of which put the
Falcons on top 21-6.
At this point, die crowd started
to calm down and it looked like
the Falcons were going to put away
the mighty Sooners for good. It
was at that point that the Sooners
made a controversial interception
in die red /rare, BG coach Gregg
Brandon was irate and BG team
captain lovon Burkes' game came
alive.
Burkes took it upon himself to
pick up the pace and pick up the

pace he did.
I to recorded six sacks in the
fourth quarter to put away the
Sooners 28-6. Burkes' sacks
elevated the BG defense into the
record books as they sacked Mr.
Ileisman 17 tinies on the day.
I'm guessing this is not what the
commentators had in mind
When they said he would have a
career day.
Ihe man with the career day
was 1 lawkins. who finished with a
school-record 306 yards receiving
Also breaking records were Sayies
19 sacksl and Burkes (6 sacks].
In the end, we all learn one
lesson in video game land, don't
mess with the Falcons' defense.

Eagle County residents to be
fully questioned in jury search
KOBE, FROM PAGE 5

Michael Kim AP Photo

NEED

Americans fail at achieving
glory in many favored events

TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT: Carlos Moya, of Spain, reaches to make a return against Brian Baker, oi the
United States, at the U.S. Open tennis tournament in New York yesterday. Moya defeated Baker 6-7 (6). 64,6-4,6-2 to advance to the next round.

news organizations, including
ihe Associated Press, to open
ihe individual questioning to the
public.
Bryant, 26, has pleaded not
guilty to felony sexual assault, sa>
ing he had consensual sex with
the then-19-year-old employee
of the Vail-area resort where he
stayed last summer. If convicted,
*the Iiis Angeles lakers star faces
four years to life in prison or 20
years to life on probation, and a

fine up to $750,000.
Prosecutors likely will look for
people who view the case as a
clear-cut question of whether
the alleged victim consented to
sex with Bryant, said jury consultant Richard Gabriel of Decision
Analysis. He said defense attorneys probably want jurors who
can appreciate nuances of behavior and personal interactions.
"You're really trying to analyze
how a juror is going to put die
evidence together to arrive at a
conclusion," Gabriel said
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Did You Know?

BARTENDING1 S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
Babysitter wanted 8 hrs. per week.
2 intants. S7/per hr.

419-354-1305

Classified Ads

372-6977

The B(i S*»v *ill M inov mgl> KCefl *!«*•
tucmrntt Hut Ji<cnmmi(c. Of cKouner dioiminWHix i)t.i«MI M> iMdit hltul >* gnvp on
Ibr ba»i> o( no, »*». .I**. ircod. reli(n«n
luiion^l mifin. w«u»l i-rewmon. dtMMfcjr.
•mm at * tctrrui. i* on (he luw o( 4P> nhri
lrfill) pti'tciuJ »uiuThe BCi NmiMPwil tight lodWlinc.dt*CMUMUt ot MVM <W> *d\«iiicmcM Mk'h *
Gtow (nwiMl In he deUmalot). Lttking in t»tu
•I taut, mMemJinf 01 l«l« in mmurr All
*I>cnistmfniv irt .uh^cl lo fdtiin| aod

Babysitting in BG 3:15-6 pm M-F &
odd days/nights. S5.50/hr. Car
needed! Call Nina at 419-353-4465
""BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY!!
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist All ages 18+
Call 419-861-6t34 or apply al
WnrklnrsluriBnts com
Gymnastics coach needed
Perrysburg Gymnastics
Call 419-874-9383

Services Offered
•Tired ol missing deadlines because
you have other assignments?
Your Problems Are Solved
QuIkType ServlcM will type
■ resumes, reports, term papers &
business plans
Qulk Type otters last, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary.
'■ Call 419-9170338 to set up an
appl
.. oremaillynette_25@hotmail.com

Personals

Get your cigars
at Fidel's Cigar Store
Behind Dairy Mart
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 3-PITCH SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT-SEPT. 1
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES 0UE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S DOUBLES
GOLF AND TENNIS SEPT. 2
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR
SOFTBALL APPLY 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP AND
COMPLETE TAKE HOME TEST BY
NOON ON AUG. 31. MUST ATTEND CLINIC ON AUG 31 8
SEPT. 1
INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 4-PLAYER VOLLEYBALLAUG. 31
Semester Unlimited Tanning $65
One block from campus
Booths & Beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889
Learn a skill lor lile Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandenonslabtas.com

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 & more per survey!
www.moneytorsurveys.com
Brand Name Warehouse, a liquidator ol the hottest brands in the country, is looking lor SetupAeardown.
cashiers and Moor recovery assistants tor our clearance sale running
Sepl 5 thru 9 at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union Competitive
wages Please email us at:
!nn< liChranrtnamawarahouse.org
AttnBGSU Please include name,
contact inlormation. and previous
experience
LileFormations. a local animatronic
& ligure studio is looking lor lull &
part time employees lor entry level
positions working with mold making,
resin casting, & art linishing
Contact Vai®| ilfllormation5.com
il interested in an interview.
Nazareth Hall is looking to expand
our wail stall. We are looking lor
hard workers who are 19 or older & '
avail, to work most weekends. We
offer great pay. flexibility. & a positive working environment. Apply in
person or call 419-832-2900 21211
West River Rd Grand Rapids, OH
Need babysitter lor 11 yr. old from 3
to 7 pm. Mon. thru Fit in our homo
Supervise homework, must have
car, will pay $8/hr. Call 419-3528901 (homel 419-372-2536 (office)
or 419-308-1402 (cell) ask tor Jeff or
Ellen Paul.
Transportation needed from Fox
Run Rd. in Findlay to and from B.G.
Mon.. Wed., Thurs.. and Fri.'s. Mon.
8-6pm, Wed. and Fri.'s 8-3pm and
Thurs. 3-6pm. $15 daily. Contact
Michelle 419-420-9065 or email at
mlp.abba @ earthlink.net
Wait staff, kitchen help, busers,
host/hostesses. Full or part-time,
flexible hrs , excellent pay. Apply
wilhin Gourmet ol China 126
Chesterfield Ln.. Maumee. Across
from Mei|er 419-893-9465
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ACROSS

Help Wanted
Wachovia Securities Financial Network Now Hinng Financial Advisor
Applicant should be interested in becoming a Financial Advisor. Duties
Include:
Stock/Mutual
fund
research. Client mailings, Computer
oper.. An-alyzmg portfolios. Prepare
presentations.
Wages: Flexible Hours:
Flexible Contact Kevin 419-861-9838.

1 Cycle starter
6 Flop
10 "...see how _ run"
14 Love Italian-style
15 "Dies_"
16 Welles role
17 Reading of Hamlet
20 Perfume ingredient
21 Under discussion
22 Math branch
23 Old Testament prophet
24 "I'm Dickens, .. Fenster"
25 Browser range
30 DDE
31 Tavern drink
32 Henry VIM'S last name
36 Ms. Moses
39 Car color combo
41 Oregon capital
42 Jackie's second hubby
43 Buddhism branch
44 Smith/Kline movie

^0

For Sale
HANGING
1996 Dodge Intrepid S3800 Great
condition! For more into, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273

HANGING yiMES

brought

■

There is
a model of
Superman i
every episode
of Seinfeld!
Help Wanted

ine uany urub^wui

49
52
53
54
56
60
62
63
64
65
66
67

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18

Bryn
College
"Typee" sequel
Rocky crags
Crucible
Dealt in used goods
H.S. sub).
Hockey legend Bobby
"_ X"
Confer
Fight calls
Austere
Embody with
39
OKs
40
Native American
42
dwelling
45
19 Not bamboozled by
23 Fruit drink
46
25 Hairpieces
47
26 Creole vegetable
48
27 Tangible
49
28 Dockers grp
50
29 Except
51
33 Catnap
55
34 Persons
56
35 Tenancy cost
57
37 Original
58
38 Composer
59
Shostakovich
61

Craze
U follower?
Waikiki garland
1239-1307 English king
Prepare for war
Shirley Temple movie
French pronoun
Wrist-to-elbow bone
Believer in God
Rodent pests
NCO rank
Ocean raptors

Dent starter?
Wood for cricket bats
Grain beard
"The Bourne Identity"
author
Boring tools
Scoff at
Frankfurter
Less
Ms. Rogers St. Johns
Resided
Bedazzles
Noteworthy act
Related (to)
Proiect vertically
Shea team
Gerundial ending
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VlMtSBuy

a Mon,h Un|imi,ed & receive 2

FREE

upgrade

TfMkfM>l

95 Jeep Wrangler Rio Grande New
brakes, new soft top. 88 k mi. Asking $6,500 Call 419-494-4988
New and used ice hockey goalie
equipment Full set $350 New helmet andnew chest protector. Used
legs and gloves, good cond. Call
419-308-1967 ask lor Jeff
Need more dorm space?
Slurdy wooden loft for sale

$75 OBO. Call 440-567-7788
Twin bed $100.
Coffee table and end table $150.
Dining room set $75. Desk $20.
Must sell1 OBO. Call 570-362-3257

For Rent

2 bdrm. furn. apt. NO smoking. NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu util.

Call 353-5074.
3 bdrm A/C and laundry Lease lor
12 mo's . pay lor 11. $750 + util.
Call 419-353-8206
"Rooms available lor $250/mo.
Includes all utilities
Call 419-3530325.

Two men's bicycles. Diamond Back
21 speed & Trek 21 speed S150
each, OBO. Call 419-669-3248.

Available Immediately
3 bdrm. apt. Close to university.
Call 419-686-1651

For Rent

Effic. and Ig. 1 bdrm. apt. $250/3400
plus util. ♦ dep. AC, W, yard. NS
only. 419-352-4366 leave message

2 or 3 bdrm. turn apt. Close to campus. Available immediately.
Call 419-352-5239
5 room house lor rent
Available Aug. 25

352-5822
724 S COLLEGE
2 BR unlum apts. Range, refrig.
dishwasher Tenants pay electric
Starts at $425 mo. plus deposit.
NO PETS! CALL
John Newkove Real Estate. Inc.
(419)354-2260
SubhMser needed spring semester.
117N Main St $300/mo.
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

709 5th Street »
APARTMENTS

Lg. 2 br. lurn. townhouse, vaulted cielings, spiral staircase, garage,
dwash. Call 352-1104.
Perrysburg duplex apt. ideal lor faculty/grad. student on spacious nature preserve tor serious study. C/A.
high efficiency gas. $495/595, non-.
smoking, no pets. 801-694-1661.
2 bdrm. apt. 1011 Boone Ct Off
Village Dr. behind BG high school
$600/mo. landlord pays partial util.
1 car attached garage. Call Kirk
Lehey at 419-352-1584

n

Shamrock Village
x Natural gas Fireplace

Beautiful
1 Bedroom, Ranch Style
Condominiums
For Rent
Excellent Location for
BGSU Faculty/Staff
s

650-700/month
plus utilities
OM

y«« !•«•

HWWM

H

Central Air

K

Den/Office in some units

N

1 or 2 bathrooms

«f 419-861-6134

www.woridorstudents.com

* Jacuzzi Tub in some units
x Convienenl Parking
X Washer & Dryer Hook-up

1 2 3 Bedroom ApartmenIs

x Kitchen includes dishwasher,
disposal, fridge, & stove

From Only
$465!

x No Lawn Care

For more information, please call (4'9)354-0070 or (419)352-1520

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

GREENBRIAR, INC
419-352-0717

entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome

GREAT SELECTION OF:

1,2,3,and 4 Bedroom
Apartments & Houses
Available for Fall 2004

• Convenient on-site parking
VASSIIY SQUAHI
ftMRTMNT*

nr

N

t

FREE HEAT

GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS
(1 bedroom & efficiencies)

445 E. Wmisin Bowling CIreen. OH 43402

w w w.greenbriarrentals.com

419-353-7715 tsi
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The Office of Residence Life, Greek
Affairs & The BQSU Greek Community
Proudly Con;
' & sorority membe

e 372 fra

chieve

Dean's List, Spring 2004
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ft

9 va

students represent 22% of the Greek Community
Kane Morton
sata I ayne
Kristen Blakeman**

Krista Massie

Kristin Cantrell

Kell) Moran
Monk a Mosko

Enn Clayton

Delia ( hi
/ raiernit) (15% of chapter)
Andrew Brzezinski

Amy I add

lelfre) Brandyberry

|ohn Schenz

Audrev Meyer

Anthony Calabrese

Taylor Ward

|ason Buckle)
nun DeStephen
Richard lennings

Ki II) Myers
shannon Paces

Andrew Crockett
Mallhew Eaglen

Rebecca Roberts

Joseph Koval

I indsa) ( obb
Amy Dihrkop

Marguerite Pence

Michael Recchiuti

Sarah Petersen

Anthony Zinni

Laura Sutton
I isa i rzykowski

Phi /',

Angela Falk
Ashley Harper

Sarah Schal
Allison Skinner

Thomas Dybo

Dill.

Kathleen Kelty

i mi Plai ■ i
Emily Reeves
Kristen Ross

Amber Krill
Keri Mohrbach

laquelyn Schlegel
Allison Strawn

Christine Anghel
Stace) Benschoter

Emil) Mowrj

Kristen Wade
Blair Watson

Katherine Bigaila
sandra Borgione
Lauren Cappuzzello

Sarah I looper

Kell) Nickel
Michelle Papenfuss
Sarah Pechaitis
lessica Richards
Ri tad ruck
jilt Schumacher

Annelise Araujo
!, idelsi hies
Stacey Coulter

m C ombs
Zak Edwards
Nicholas Gill.

Moll) Farner
Brooke Fishman

Roben 1 elito

lulia Peshke
laime •-

Kapi

Kathryn Schantz
Susan Schoenberger

I mil) Burcin

Nathan Powelson

Kell) Weaver
Delhi Sigma
}%of chaptei

(14% of chapter)

insone
Ashley Schrock

Mann Heller

Katrina Schultz
Rachael Spann

Christina Labatc

Delta Vau I

Tiffany Marston

Angel,i

Kate McComb
Siephame Mehllo

(20% of chapter)
Christopher Beatt)

lerea BO) saw
C armen I leni\

Sonya Ives

Kathryn fucker
Colleen Verbus

Sarah Hamen

Allison Mauier

Kathleen Woernei

I leathei Kovacs
I mil) I eib

i laire I andis- lyson

I indsa) Bakei
Jackie Brown'

Michael Mcndlovic

Lindse) Gable

Sheareen sbahamat

Edward Zienkowski

Amanda Garrison

Veronica Malone
I ynette Roberson

riffany shirk

ion\ Almaguer

|ill Slaby
Julianne Strauss

Jay Reichen

Ashley Hettle
Alexis Kallas

(22% of chapter)

Kristen Wchci
Meghan ONcil

( .line Howies
Kacy Castro
Michelle Drcxlcr

Kimberly Frericks

Brittany Rabum

Natalie Kuhl
Jody Kunk

I indse) s,h
Britmey Shreffler

Jennifer Miller

Man hell SitO
Amanda lakacs

Noellc Phillips

Stephanie I haver

Joanna Preesi
Kari Thomas

i atherine Waite
kappa Sigma
if chapter)
David Bryan'

Alana YankowitZ

lonathan Harverstadt

Krista Lombardo

Elizabeth Boom
Kelly Garson

i ara McCanse

Kristin Volkerding
Lisa Yafonaro

Melissa King
Megan Kreger

Sara Atkinson
Heather Bermingham

Morgan Maucv

Lacey 1 luml

Amanda Vianeouri

Amanda Fry
Amanda Helppie

of chapter)

Ginenne I ancse
Sanianlha Mass.ui

Heather Pennell

Melissa Patterson

nrnii Phi Bi
Sorority (25% of chapter)
lennifer Becker

Philip Hippley
Rob Zivsak

Suzanne Caravella

Katie Ganss

Ann Volz
Alicia Peiher

Natalie 1 l.imlin

( helsea Wilson

Meaghan Geraghty

Lambda ( hi Alpha
I raiernit) (12% of chapter)
i hristophet Allanson

Deanne Oriani
Julie Pcrilman

Malerie Dennis
Anne Fulken

Kenee Rambeau

Melissa Carlin

Adnana Skowron

Matthew 1 ndres

|amye Loper

( hi Ol

Melissa Rossin
Bethan) \\ barton

Mil belle Perkins

Vanessa Malone

Elizabeth Rausch
Pairieia Seidl-Mello

i armen Ah
Taylor Balderas

21% of chapter)

Kristen Da> is

Jenna Cable

Rochelle Perez

lennifei Mc( ombs
Mamie Molen

Adam Carroll

Jacqueline Ryan
Danielle Schrage

Scott Pesta**
Andrew Wuescher'

Rosa Acevedo

Suzanne Mitchell

Mark Marti

Gina Paponetti

ol , ria|

I indsa) I ower)

Rebecca Dabbeli
Danielle Davis

Sara Former
1 incise) Gaal

Amy Dammeyer

Hilarj Hornet

I isa Kahle
Mom,.i Kristek

Hen i line
Nathan higher

(27% ol chaptei
Timoth) l.lllci

Megan ( ryan

Aim Carpenter

lennifer Phleger
Amy Rosen

Valerie Forrest**
Katherine Krolikowski

lessica Mo. ilnikar

Melissa I letcher
nffanj Gorb)

Sara Flynn

Kristen Colella'

ol chapter) .

lennifer Monroe
i eleste Pelzei

Eric Brat k

Delta Zeta
Sorority (28% of chapter)
Rachel c roue

)]
Kan Burmi

Amber Browning

Megan Houghtaling

Kaia I es.ige

Mil

Ashlee Hue
Shawna Neal
lakasha Smith

l>n Kappa I
14 ol chapter)

Karen Binzel
Karisa Harve)

, (22% of chapter!

Robin Kot ka
iinn Krueget

Bianca Arriazola

I hlla

,44''.. ol chapter)

Kimberly Kahler

I v, ol chaptei
Dennis c iepl)

Ashle) Greene

(23% of chapter)

Emily Wirth

Kaleena I leadlee
Angela I lei kman

'i cha]

William Gallagher*

Megan Rains

III

lessica Lauschin
20

Sarah Shindel
Katie strange

of chapter)

lennifer Eberhardt

loshua Stahl

Scott Pogros

in Ohrock

i>
Abigail Andi'

lame- Iwedl"

loshua Schneider

Moll) Minor
Susan Norn-

Chad Whitson*

Elaine Osgood
i helse) Radabaugh

I nif\

Man hew Reynolds"
Scoti Sawyei'

Julie McC aim
Rachael \licheli

Sara S< hwinnen

Craig Turtle*'

Melanie Krcbs

rimothy Sabo

loseph Mazzola

Joshua Skolmowski

Katie !
Amy (nil

Rhonda t oh

lennifer |ones
1,111a King
Stace) McAule)

Matthew Bow lc-

(31% of chapter)

Ryan Purpura
Mallhew Rybalt

Theodora Rousos
Sara rache

'
(24% of chapter)

Amanda Palatas

|acob Kraus
Ryan 1 anghans

Kevin Kozan
Brian 1 add

Miller
Whitn< ) Selvage

Pdward Quinn
Jason Sandhage

Christopher Able

Greg Kohlrieser

Ian Little

Christen Marcu

lames Maine

lacob Dorau
Darren Kcnngcr

Victoria Fariello

ilpha
• ',. of chapter)

rera Wolfgram

Nicholas Kolderman

/'In Gamma Di

Nicole Drum

Maureen vandervort'

Daniel Black
M.iilin i. oughlin

of chapter)

:<hu
(17 - ol chapter)
Bryan Hinges

Nichole Mitchell

Lindse) Walborn**

i

(279 ol chapter)

Kelly Young
Ginger Guzdanski

(23% of chapter)
Andrew Black**

Elisa soil

Gina Palmieri

loseph K.Hitman
•
of chapter)
Kirsten Babjack

(14% of chapter)
lonathan Hum n

I aura <. ahoon
I aurerj Fish

1 tk.is 1 lugbari
lason Klein
Nathan l.chcr

I ouise I -lev
Danielle Gallowa)
Kristen I lender

I ik Melting
Rlns Richards

t assandra Koehler
Meggan I aid
Kristin I angenbach

David Riida
Adam Russell

Heather Moi

Ediz Tasan

Blayne Nottke
Phi Beta
I I ol i haptei
Rachel Swedlov.

Kell) Patton
lennifei Petrusk)
Kristen Radke
Rebecca Scudiere

Deanna Cunningham

Marj Shaw
I rin Simpson

An-ha Davis
Robin I

Jodi Weinman

Marissa Parnell

San \\ Inerman

Arcola Whatley
loandra Wilson

Pi Kappa Mpha
(26% of chapter)
Steven Barrie
Iimothy Crumb

'denotes Summei session
Dean's / isi
** denotes Summei session and
Spring Semestci Dean's Usl

Michael DeFrank
Bryan Johnson

Undergraduate GPA • 2.91
Greek GPA

Mark Mood)
Shaun Parker
lonathan Rinkinen

tulations to the following chapters for a achieving a < hapter GPA o) 2.91
(the All-Undergraduate GPA) or above:
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Inc., Alpha Phi sorority, Zeta Beta Phi Sorority, Inc., Delta Zeta sorority, Alpha Chi Omega
sorority, Delta Gamma sorority, Pi Beta Phi sorority, Phi Mu sorority, Chi Omega sorority, Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority,
Sigma Kappa sorority, Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc., Alpha Xi Delta sorority, and Gamma Phi Beta sorority!

Residence Life Greek Affairs Mission

Greek

Building the premiere Fraternity and Sorority Community in North America utilizing continuous improvement thai
provides the following: 1. A quality undergraduate residential experience for the housed fraternities &r sororities
2. A complete quality undergraduate fraternity and sorority experience thai builds community among all Greeks and
thai emphasizes our founding principles of:
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